Both hyperchaos and Julia sets occur in the same class of dynamical systems. Julia sets occur in 2-D noninvertible maps [1]; so does hyperchaos [2-4]. Julia sets are beautiful [5-7] chaotic [8] sets; so is hyperchaos (cf. the picture in [4]). There must be a relation.

There also must be a connection of Julia sets to continuous systems. All noninvertible maps possess noninvertible continuous flows as suspensions (cf. [9]). Hence Julia sets exist as separatrices in certain continuous systems at least. Their “neighboring structures” in ordinary differentiable systems will be worth exploring — for example, in the explicit map and flow in [4].

An alternative, qualitative approach takes the above relation seriously. Is a nontrivial separating structure perhaps already known to exist in invertible systems in connection with a hyperchaotic attractor?

The answer is yes. Indeed one of the earliest notions in global analysis is that of a nontrivial basic set [10]. Smale introduced it because it exhibits the major properties of a strange attractor without actually being one. (At that time only a higher-dimensional example, the solenoid [10], was known.) A nontrivial basic set is a generalized saddle (the trivial basic set). It consists of all the uncountably many unstable periodic solutions of up to countable periodicity (a Cantor set) that characterize a chaotic attractor, but lacks the finite-measure bulk of nonperiodic solutions of the latter. It could be called its skeleton (cf. [11]). The relation indeed is very easy to see. Smale found his set in a folded-over map (“horseshoe map”) whose middle portion of interest could be assumed linear. Soon after, chaotic attractors were discovered in flows whose cross section looked like an asymmetric horseshoe (walking stick) [12]. The same holds true for Henon’s [13] explicit 2-D diffeomorphism (forgetting about its nonorientability). These systems at first, at little “overlap” of the walking stick’s handle, exhibit a simple period-1 attractor (with period-1 transients) — a Hopf limit cycle (see the computer movie described in [14]). Then, as the overlap is increased, this attractor acquires period-2 transients as it comes to lie in the folded-over region [15]. Soon thereafter, through a series of period-doublings, a chaotic attractor arises [14]. Only with a further increase in overlap can the attractor be brought to “exploding” [14]. Hereby the folding-over has actually intruded into a neighboring basin of attraction by its crossing a vertical separatrix in the “foot” of the walking stick. The surviving set of periodic solutions (who by this very property are shielded from being captured) is the Smale basic set.
This well-studied transition (cf. [9]) reflects a general principle. Whenever a chaotic or hyperchaotic attractor is punctured, its skeleton of periodic solutions remains in existence as its "corresponding" basic set. This basic set already in the simplest case is a product of two Cantor sets. In the one projection (a piecewise-linear 1-D map in the case of the horseshoe map), all the "middle thirds" are being "bitten out" in positive time. In the full picture, everything at the same time gets compressed in a direction orthogonal to the former, generating the usual "Cantor set of lines" structure of a chaotic attractor. The two rarifying processes cooperate, leaving only a generalized Cantor set of points in the limit (cf. [10]). A Cantor set where "middle Swiss flags" are being removed consecutively from a square, rather than "middle thirds" from a line, was apparently first considered by Alexandroff [16].

Smale [10] considered only the simplest possibility — with just one neighboring basin protruding into the region of overlap. Here the basic set "separates" from the new basin nothing but its (the basic set's) own points plus their associated stable manifolds (insets [17]). The basic set in this case nevertheless is an analogue to a discontinuous Julia set already.

A generalization to the case of two puncturings is fairly straightforward. The skeleton within the Alexandroff cross is the same. But this time it is either adjacent basin (either color) that is biting smaller and smaller partial flags out. The remaining "web" of points is everywhere adjacent to both colors. It thus has the major phenomenological properties of a continuous Julia set (cf. [7]). At the same time we know it is a Smale basic set (stable manifolds added).

Many details remain to be worked out. (Must there be a "cycle" in the sense of Smale [10] involved, and hence infinitely many periodic attractors [18]? How about three colors?) The first example of a boundary of the present type appears to have been discovered by Mira [19] in a study of two different embedded periodic attractors coexisting in a cubic analogue to Hénon's map [13]. He chose the name "fuzzy boundary" (frontière floue) to characterize the object. Both basins were found to accumulate on a Cantor set.

In order to arrive at a classical Julia set, 2-D diffeomorphisms are not appropriate since they are invertible. Moreover the present boundary is of saddle-type and thus not purely repelling like Julia's [1, 8]. Both properties can be amended by going to the noninvertible (1-D) limit. Here one looks only at the "top" of the multiply folded snake; the Alexandroff cross degenerates to an ordinary Cantor set. The distribution of red and blue islands nevertheless remains most complicated. An appropriate name for the resulting object appears to be "classical Julia set in 1 D". These objects were again first seen by Gumowski and Mira [20]. Interestingly, these authors (cf. [9], p. 393) already saw that with any such object there exists an analogous object in parameter space. Since (by the Smale construction) a purely passively coupled second variable can always be added without changing the object, it is even possible to predict that the whole 2-D structure mentioned above should be found again in parameter space. This is indeed apparently the case [21].

To recapture a classical continuous Julia set, in 2 D, one has to proceed to the next higher dimension, however. Here in the invertible (3-D) case, the multiply punctured hyperchaotic attractor gives rise to a basic set that is an "Alexandroff hypercross" in the simplest case. Its associated continuous boundary, if there is more than one color, is even harder to characterize than in the preceding case, however, because the (still one-dimensional) stable manifolds of the periodic points do not readily lend themselves to the formation of a closed curtain this time. The open questions multiply. However, going to the noninvertible (2-D) limit acts as a simplification again. It is here that we obtain a classical continuous Julia set for the first time. The simplest — almost trivial — example is that of two uncoupled logistic maps (or tent maps) in the "exploded" state. A full-fledged Alexandroff cross is generated in case the vertical and horizontal stripes taken out are assumed to have the same color. Introducing a different label for the two basins shows that each cross consists of two differently colored bars — but such that in the middle there is a letter-X shaped division. Thus two red pencils and two blue ones meet point-to-point in the middle of each cross [22] (cf. below). It will be fun to study the canonical transformations of this "simplest" continuous Julia set. Metzler's set, discovered empirically only recently in two cross-activatingly coupled logistic maps [23], ought to be among them. Moreover, the above derivation shows that all
potentially hyperchaotic systems ought to possess this level of complexity in their parameter spaces. A first example in an invertible ODE has just been found [24].

Finally, a glimpse at the next higher dimension. Unexpectedly, the single negative result reported above (lack of a purely repelling continuation of a Julia set into neighboring invertible systems; so that still no "cloud shaped" attractor – or repeller – exists in ordinary dynamics) appears to be non-final. This follows from a reconsideration of the above cross. It was easy to get by cutting a hole (in fact, two) into a folded towel as we saw. But does this "cutting" indeed have to be final? The answer is no. Indeed, any labeling will do. Taking trajectories out in reality is no different mathematically than using a gentler way to mark them. Both procedures end up in a "color coded symbolic dynamics" [22], cf. Fig. 1. Now this purely formal step can be taken seriously again dynamically – by simply making an additional variable dependent on the attractor’s having hit a certain subarea of itself or not. As soon as this is the case, we have an analogue to a real cloud in our ODE. There too a hyperchaotic (turbulent) attractor becomes labeled – by suspended particles responding somehow to a particular substate having been reached locally (like a certain temperature). This “labeling”, involving a variable of its own, then has secondary consequences again (which, however, need not undo the generating process just described). This basic idea has yet to be translated into a working 5-D flow or 4-D invertible map – or 3-D noninvertible map.

To conclude, bringing Julia sets back into the fold of ordinary dynamics promises some unexpected vistas. Some of the predictions arrived at could already be confirmed [21, 22, 24]. Others undoubtedly will follow suit – some with negative results. The picture obtained so far warrants a first sweeping verdict. A new universal property of most natural dynamical systems with potentially interesting behavior is “Julia like behavior in both state space and parameter space”. It would be nice to have a look at the catalogue of finitely many prototype “finger-prints” against which every new nonlinear system will have to be checked routinely in a few years to come, today.
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